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Abstract

We present field application of the cone permeameter method for estimating soil hydraulic properties: the soil-
moisture characteristic curve, [theta](h), and the hydraulic conductivity function, K(h). The cone permeameter was
designed to inject water into the soil under known pressure. The cumulative inflow volume and pressure heads
measured with tensiometer rings at two locations above the water source are recorded in time. The observed data
sets are analyzed using an inverse modeling method to predict the soil hydraulic properties. The device was field-
tested for the first time in two types of sandy soil. Tests were always conducted with two sequentially applied pressure
heads of different magnitudes for different experimental runs. After the water source was shut off, tensiometer
measurements were continued to monitor the redistribution of water in the soil. To study the impact of one or two
steps of applied pressure head on estimates of wetting soil hydraulic properties, we carried out numerical inversions
for data from the injection (wetting) part of experiment, first with only one supply pressure head and then with two
supply pressure heads. For selected tests we analyzed data from the entire experiment to investigate hysteresis of
the soil hydraulic properties. The resulting soil hydraulic properties correspond well with those obtained with standard
techniques.
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The soil-moisture characteristic, [theta](h), and hydraulic conductivity, K(h), curves are two basic hydraulic properties of
soils. Current direct laboratory and in situ methods for their determination are often time consuming and costly.
Parameter optimization is an indirect approach that makes it possible to obtain K(h) and [theta](h) simultaneously from
transient flow data (Kool et al. 1987). In this case, a flow event is modeled with an appropriate governing equation and
analytical expressions of K(h) and [theta](h). The unknown parameters of K(h) and [theta](h) are obtained by
minimization of an objective function describing the differences between some measured flow variables and those
simulated with a numerical flow code. This methodology was originally applied to laboratory one-step (Kool et al. 1985;
Parker et al. 1985; van Dam et al. 1992; Wildenschild et al. 1997) and multi-step (van Dam et al. 1994; Eching and
Hopmans 1993; Eching et al. 1994; Zurmühl and Durner 1998) outflow data. Parameter estimation has also been used
with data obtained using the evaporation method (see, for example, Santini et al. (1995); Ciollaro and Romano (1995);
Šimunek et al. (1998b)). For field determination of soil hydraulic properties, parameter estimation methods were applied
to ponded infiltration flow data (Russo et al. 1991; Bohne et al. 1993), and tension disc infiltrometer flow data (Šimunek
and van Genuchten 1996, 1997; Šimunek et al. 1998a). Another field technique for gaining information about the soil
hydraulic properties via multi-step soil water extraction and parameter optimization was developed by Inoue et al. (1998).
Both the tension disc infiltrometer and multi-step soil water extraction experiments are applicable only in the near
surface. Gribb (1996) proposed a new cone penetrometer tool (e.g., cone permeameter) and use of parameter
optimization to estimate soil hydraulic properties at depth. A prototype was further developed by Leonard (1997). A
detailed description of the prototype as well as its use under saturated and unsaturated conditions were previously
presented by Gribb et al. (1998). The cone permeameter was designed to inject water under known pressure into the
soil. The cumulative inflow volume and pressure heads at two locations above the source are measured during the
injection (wetting) part of experiment. Only the pressure heads are recorded during the redistribution process after the
water supply is shut off. The prototype was previously tested in the laboratory aquifer. Kodešová et al. (1998, 1999)
discussed results of the numerical analysis of data from the wetting parts of one-step applied pressure head cone
permeameter experiments, which were performed in the laboratory for one soil type but under different initial and
boundary conditions. They discovered that higher applied pressure head and lower initial pressure head conditions
resulted in higher values of saturated soil moisture content, [theta]s, and saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks. They also
studied the influence of cone permeameter placement (pushed vs. buried) on estimates of soil hydraulic properties and
the possibility of including soil moisture content information into the optimization process. They found that soil
densification caused by pushing the prototype to the testing depth resulted in slightly lower values of [theta]s and Ks.
They also showed that additional measurements of soil moisture content would be useful for more precise estimation of
[theta]s. Šimunek et al. (1999) and Kodešová et al. (1999) examined both the wetting and redistribution parts of cone
permeameter experiments to determine the wetting and drying branches of the soil hydraulic properties. In cases where
the parameter [theta]s was overestimated, they investigated the potential for optimization of additional parameters, such
as the pore connectivity parameter in Eq. (8) (see below) and the anisotropy factor (expressing the ratio between
horizontal and vertical Ks values), to obtain better fits of measured flow responses when [theta]s was fixed at a
reasonable value.

 

Equation 8
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Here we show results from field application of the cone permeameter. We have modified the method of placement and
the test procedure based on previous experience. Before placement of the cone permeameter in the soil, a soil core of
smaller diameter was removed with a sampler. This reduced possible disturbances caused by the direct push of the
permeameter into the soil. In addition, carefully extracted samples of known volume were used to determine the initial
moisture contents of the soil at the tensiometer locations. Initial moisture content values were paired with the
corresponding initial tensiometer readings and included in the optimization as points of the soil-moisture characteristic,
[theta](h). The cone permeameter infiltration tests were performed immediately after the cone permeameter was placed
in the soil and the measured pressure heads reached equilibrium. Tests were always conducted with two sequentially
applied pressure heads of different magnitudes for each test. The parameters describing the soil hydraulic properties
were estimated from the first part of the experiment alone as a one-step experiment or from both parts as a two-step
experiment. Finally, the redistribution, or third part of the experiment, was included in the parameter optimization so that
the effects of hysteresis could be studied. The resulting soil hydraulic properties were compared with those determined
with standard laboratory and field techniques.

THEORY
Experimental Setup and Problem Definition
A prototype cone permeameter has been discussed in detail by Gribb et al. (1998). A schematic of the device and the
experimental setup are shown in Fig. 1. The cone permeameter is placed in the soil, and a known head of water is then
supplied to the 5-cm-long screen using a microprocessor-controlled solenoid valve assembly. The cumulative inflow
volume infiltrated into the soil through the screen is determined from scale readings of the mass of water removed from
the source. Progress of the wetting front is measured with tensiometer rings 5 and 10 cm above the screen. After the
water supply valve is closed, the tensiometers monitor the redistribution of water in the soil profile.

 

Fig. 1. Cone permeameter test set up.
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The cumulative inflow and pressure head data are then analyzed to obtain estimates of [theta](h) and K(h) functions. The
flow responses are modeled with an appropriate, variably saturated flow equation, augmented with parameterized
hydraulic functions of K(h) and [theta](h), and suitable initial and boundary conditions. The unknown parameters of K(h)
and [theta](h) are determined by minimization of an objective function describing the differences between measured flow
variables and those simulated with a numerical flow code. During the minimization process the initial parameter
estimates are iteratively improved until the desired degree of precision is obtained.

Governing Flow Equation
HYDRUS-2D (Šimunek et al. 1996) is used to simulate the cone permeameter test in initially unsaturated soil with the
finite element discretization of the flow domain shown in Fig. 2. The governing flow equation for radially symmetric,
isothermal Darcian flow in an isotropic, rigid porous medium, assuming the air phase plays an insignificant role in the
liquid flow process, is (Richards 1931): Equation (1) where r is the radial coordinate (L), z is the vertical coordinate

positive upward (L), t is time (T), h is the pore water pressure head (L), K is the hydraulic conductivity (LT-1), and [theta]

is the volumetric moisture content (L3L-3). Eq. (1) is solved numerically for the following boundary and initial conditions:
Equations (2)-(4) where hi is the initial pressure head in the soil (L), h0 is the supplied pressure head imposed at the
center of the screen (L), z0 is the coordinate of the center of the screen (L), L is the length of the screen, r0 is the radius
of the screen (L), tw is the time when infiltration is completed (T), tr is the time when the experiment is terminated (T), and
vr is the flux in the radial direction (LT). Supplied pressure head, h0, is variable in time and defined as follows: Equations
(5) and (6) Equation (5) describes a pressure head boundary condition, which can be changed in steps, where h0j (L) is
the pressure head applied during the time period tj-1<t<tj,tj is the time when the applied pressure head h0j is changed,
and tw-1 is the time when the water supply is shut off and only the water remaining in the cone body infiltrates into the
soil. The decreasing actual pressure head during the period tw-1 < t < tw, h0, is calculated with Eq. (6) (based on the

geometric characteristics of the interior of the cone body), where V and Vw-1 (L3) are the volumes of water at the current

time and at the time tw-1, respectively, and I is the actual infiltration rate (L3T-1) corresponding to the specified boundary
conditions. For details, see Šimunek et al. (1999). The other boundaries are defined as no-flow boundaries.
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Fig. 2. Finite element discretization of the flow domain used for modeling cone permeameter tests. UT = Upper Tensiometer; LT =
Lower Tensiometer; SA = Screened Area.

 

Equation 1

 

Equation 2
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Equation 3

 

Equation 4

 

Equation 5

 

Equation 6

Unsaturated Soil Hydraulic Properties
The van Genuchten (1980) expressions for moisture content and hydraulic conductivity, [theta](h) and K([theta]), are

used in this work: Equations (7) and (8) where [theta]e is the effective moisture content (L3L-3), Ks is the saturated

hydraulic conductivity (LT-1), [theta]r and [theta]s are the residual and saturated moisture contents (L3L-3), respectively, l

is the pore connectivity parameter (-) (l = 0.5), and [alpha] (L-1), n and m (=1 - 1/n) are empirical parameters (-).

 

Equation 7

When the hysteresis of the characteristic curves is taken into account, the drying and wetting curves are described with

Eqs. (7) and (8) using the parameter vectors ([theta]dr, [theta]ds, [alpha]d, nd, Kd
s) and ([theta]wr, [theta]ws, [alpha]w, nw,

Kw
s), respectively, where the superscripts d and w indicate drying and wetting, respectively. Consideration of hysteresis

(e.g., description of scanning curves) in the simulation procedure and commonly used restrictions are described in detail
by Kool and Parker (1987) and Simùnek et al. (1999). In our study the following simplifications are used: Equation (9)
The hydraulic characteristics defined by Eqs. (7) and (8) contain the unknown parameters Ks, [theta]r, [theta]s, n,

[alpha]w, and [alpha]d, which are found by optimization.
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Equation 9

Formulation of the Inverse Problem
To derive estimates of the hydraulic parameters using parameter optimization, an objective function, [PHI], expressing
the differences between flow responses measured with the cone permeameter and those predicted using a numerical
model with parameterized soil hydraulic properties, is minimized: Equation (10) where the first term on the right side
represents deviations between measured and predicted space-time variables (e.g., pressure heads or moisture contents
at different locations and/or times, or the cumulative infiltration rate vs. time). In this term, mq is the number of different
sets of measurements, and nqj is the number of measurements in a particular measurement set. Specific measurements
at time ti for the jth measurement set at location x(r, z) are represented by q*j(x, ti); qj(x, ti, b) are the corresponding

model predictions for the vector of optimized parameters b (e.g., [theta]r, [theta]s, [alpha]w, [alpha]d, n, Ks); and vj and wij

are weights associated with a particular measurement set or point, respectively. The weighting factor, vj, is given by the
inverse of the number of measurements multiplied by the variance of those observations, and wij is equal to 1 in this
work. The second term represents differences between independently measured p*j([theta]i) and predicted pj([theta]i, b)
soil hydraulic properties (e.g., [theta](h), K([theta]) or K(h) data), whereas the terms mp, npj, [Latin small letter v with
macron above]j and [Latin small letter w with macron above]i,j have meanings similar to the first term, but now apply to
the soil hydraulic properties.

 

Equation 10

Minimization of the objective function [PHI] is accomplished by using the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear minimization
method (Marquardt 1963), which combines the Newton and steepest descent methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Description of Studied Locations
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Tests were carried out at two sites in Poinsett State Park, located southeast of Columbia, South Carolina. This area is
composed of interbedded, unconsolidated sands and clays of the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Pitts et al. 1974). Soil profiles in
both cases were quite homogeneous and consisted of two layers of sandy soil. Site 1 had a dark grayish-brown surface
layer and a pale brown sand subsoil, and Site 2 had a dark reddish-brown surface layer and a darker reddish-brown
sand subsoil. The top layers contained organic material and were approximately 10 cm deep. Tests were conducted with
the center of the screen at a depth of 50 cm so that the wetting front would not reach the upper organic layer during the
experiments. The tested materials had different particle size distributions, as shown in Fig. 3. The soil at Site 2 was more
compact and had a higher clay content (5.3% vs. 0.6%), higher silt content (2.3% vs. 1.8%), higher bulk density (1.72

g/cm3 vs. 1.56 g/cm3), lower porosity (0.345 vs. 0.4) and, consequently, different hydraulic properties than the soil at Site
1 (See Tables 2 and 3 in Results and Discussion). The hydraulic properties of the soils were determined directly using
several standard methods. Capillary rise (Lambe 1951) tests were performed to evaluate the wetting curves of the soil-
moisture characteristics. The nonlinear optimization program RETC (van Genuchten et al. 1991) was used to fit [theta](h)
data to Eq. (7). Falling head tests (ASTM D-2334) were performed in the laboratory, and Guelph permeameter tests
(Bouwer and Rice 1976) were done in situ to obtain the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks, of the soil. Multi-step outflow
tests (van Dam et al. 1994) on undisturbed soil samples and numerical inversions of observed transient flow data using
HYDRUS-1D (Šimunek et al. 1998c) were carried out to obtain estimates of soil hydraulic parameters describing the
drying curves of [theta](h) and K(h). To define soil hydraulic properties accurately in the approximate range of pressure
heads measured in the field with the cone permeameter, the multi-step outflow tests were run with the following pressure
heads applied at the center of the samples: -10, -25, -55, -100, -170 cm. During each pressure head step, equilibrium
was achieved so that the soil moisture contents paired with the applied pressure heads could be included as points of the
soil-moisture characteristic in the optimization process. In this case, the pore connectivity parameter, l, was also
optimized. Soil samples for laboratory tests were taken close to the screen and tensiometers after the cone permeameter
tests were completed. In situ Guelph permeameter tests were performed before cone permeameter testing and far
enough away so as to not influence the flow region during cone permeameter testing but close enough to obtain
properties of approximately the same material.

 

Fig. 3. Grain size distributions for tested materials at Sites 1 and 2 determined via sieve and hydrometer analyses.
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TABLE 2 Hydraulic parameters [alpha]w, [alpha]d, n, [theta]r, [theta]s and Ks obtained from different tests at Site 1, where the

measured bulk densities and porosities ranged between 1.45 and 1.70 g/cm3, and 0.350 and 0.458, respectively

 

TABLE 3 Hydraulic parameters [alpha]w, [alpha]d, n, [theta]r, [theta]s and Ks obtained from different tests at Site 2, where the

measured bulk densities and porosities ranged between 1.61 and 1.85 g/cm3, and 0.304 and 0.391, respectively

Cone Permeameter Tests
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We performed five tests at different locations at each site. Before the cone permeameter was placed in the soil, a soil
core was taken with a sampler of smaller diameter (3.2 cm) than the cone permeameter (4.06 cm). This reduced possible
disturbances caused by the direct push of the cone permeameter into the soil. The soil core was divided into sections of
known volume, and the initial soil moisture contents were determined. The cone permeameter was then inserted into the
sampler hole. Tests were performed immediately after the cone permeameter was placed in the soil, and the measured
pressure heads reached equilibrium. Tests were always conducted with two sequentially applied pressure heads. For the
first three tests (A, B, and C), pressure heads of 30 and 50 cm were applied to the center of the screen, which
corresponded to single-step applied pressure head (30 or 50 cm) experiments performed previously in the laboratory and
analyzed by Kodešová et al. (1998, 1999) and Šimunek et al. (1999). To demonstrate typical flow responses, we show as
examples the courses of Tests B at Sites 1 and 2 (Figs. 4a and b). Recorded pressure head changes during the first
applied pressure head considerably outweighed changes during the second applied pressure head for both tests (Table
1). To get more significant information about the soil-water regime, it would be more desirable to obtain similar pressure
head changes during both steps, with maximum pressure heads close to zero. Therefore, we carried out Tests D with the
applied pressure heads of 21 and 108 cm at each site. These pressure heads represent the lowest and highest possible
heads that can be supplied with the present prototype. As shown in Figs. 4c and d, the measured pressure change
during the first applied pressure step dominated that measured during the second step. In addition, in the case of Test D
at Site 2, the overly high applied pressure head and corresponding high flow rate probably disturbed the soil structure,
which resulted in a decrease in the initially high infiltration rate, as well as the pressure heads during the second applied
pressure head step. Finally we conducted Tests E with applied pressure heads of 21 and 80 cm. The effects of structural
changes resulting from the higher applied pressure head is again evident, but appear to be less significant than for Test
D (Figs. 4e and f).
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Fig. 4. Observed cumulative inflow volumes and pressure heads for Tests B, D and E at Sites 1 and 2.

 

TABLE 1 Observed pressure heads at the lower tensiometer (LT), upper tensiometer (UT), and the cumulative inflow volume (CI)
at the beginning and end of each step
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Tests were run for different lengths of time according to the measured responses, as shown in Table 1. The total time
necessary to perform a prototype test is increased by the time required for test preparation, which depends on the
technique used. We are currently using a rack jack assembly (Geonor Inc.). This involves placement of soil anchors,
after which the insertion frame must be secured, and, finally, the soil sampler and the cone permeameter can be pushed
into the soil. This takes approximately 40 min. It takes another 10 min. to assemble the cone permeameter set up as
shown in Fig. 1.

Inverse Solutions
Cone permeameter experiments with only one applied pressure head were analyzed in previous studies (Gribb et al.
1998; Kodešová et al. 1998, 1999; Šimunek et al. 1999). Therefore, we performed numerical inversions for data
(cumulative inflow, upper and lower tensiometer pressure heads) collected during the first infiltration part of the
experiments, e.g., for applied pressure heads of 30 (Tests A, B, and C) or 21 cm (Tests D and E). To study the effect of
the second applied pressure head on estimates of the soil hydraulic properties, we then carried out numerical inversions
for data collected during both the first and second parts of the experiments with applied pressure heads of 30 and 50 cm
(Tests A, B, and C), or 21 and 108 cm (Test D at Site 1 only), or 21 and 80 cm (Test E). Test D at Site 2 was not analyzed
because of soil structural changes that occurred during the second pressure head step. Finally, for selected tests we
analyzed data from the entire experiment (e.g., the wetting and redistribution parts) to study hysteresis of the soil
hydraulic properties. In all cases, the initial soil moisture content determined at the position of the upper tensiometer was
paired with the initial pressure head reading and included in the optimization using the second term of Eq. (10).

Initial pressure heads in the domain were set equal to the initial upper tensiometer reading for elevations at or above that
of the upper tensiometer. Similarly, the pressure heads at the elevation of the lower tensiometer or below were set equal
to the lower tensiometer initial reading. The pressure heads between the two tensiometers were linearly distributed. The
external boundaries were set as no-flow boundaries. The screen was modeled as a constant head boundary, with water
pressure head ranging from 27.5 to 32.5 cm (or 18.5 to 23.5 cm) from bottom to top for the first step and from 47.5 to
52.5 cm (or 105.5 to 110.5 cm or 77.5 to 82.5 cm) for the second step. For the third (redistribution) part of the
experiment, the screen was defined as a known head boundary, described by Eq. (3) for the initial infiltration of water
remaining in the cone body after the water supply was shut off and then as a no-flow boundary after the cone was empty.

All inverse solutions were obtained with the same sets of optimized parameters, [theta]r, [theta]s, [alpha]w, n and Ks.

When we considered hysteresis, the parameter [alpha]d was also estimated. It must be mentioned that it is only possible
to estimate both parameters, [theta]r and [theta]s, when the initial soil moisture content is included in the optimization
process. Without this information, one of these parameters must be set at a reasonable value, and only one can be
optimized from analysis of our test data. Initial estimates for results shown here were always set as follows: [theta]r =

0.09; [theta]s = 0.38; [alpha]w = 0.035 cm-1; n = 4.0; Ks = 0.002 cm/sec; and [alpha]d = 0.035 cm-1. We restricted
parameter n to the range of 2.01 to 7 (or 2.01 to 5 for Tests A and D at Site 2) and parameter [theta]s to the range of 0.2
to 0.6. To investigate the uniqueness of the optimized parameters, we also carried out inversions for some tests with
different initial estimates of the hydraulic parameters. We obtained almost the same results, without significant
deviations. On the other hand, we had to restrict parameter n to < 5 due to nonconvergence of solution in the two cases
noted above.

The computational time required for inverse solution depended on the length of the test, the initial parameter estimates,
and the efficiency of the computer. In our case, it took from 1 to 5 hours to analyze the two-step tests and from 2 to 10
hours for the entire experiment on a Pentium II Pro 200 MHz.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The soil hydraulic parameters obtained from all numerical inversions of cone permeameter data and those obtained
using standard techniques are presented in Tables 2 and 3 and in Fig. 8. Measured and simulated cumulative flow and
pressure head data are shown for Tests B and E from both sites in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
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Fig. 8. Soil-moisture characteristic curves obtained with standard methods and those obtained from inverse solutions for all tests.
Only the curves resulting from analysis of the following data are presented: Test D at Site 2 (one-step); Tests A, C, and D at Site 1,
and Tests A and C at Site 2 (two-step); and Tests B and E at Sites 1 and 2 (three-step), where dB and dE refer to the drying
curves. CR and MO refer to the curves obtained from the capillary rise and multi-step outflow experiments, respectively.

 

Fig. 5. Observed data and simulated cumulative inflow volumes and pressure heads resulting from analysis of first infiltration part
of experiments with one applied pressure head; h0 = 30 cm for Tests B at Sites 1 and 2, and h0 = 21 cm for Tests E at Sites 1 and

2.
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Fig. 6. Observed data and simulated cumulative flow volumes and pressure heads resulted from analysis of first and second
infiltration parts of experiments with two applied pressure heads; h0 = 30 and 50 cm for Tests B at Site 1 and 2, and h0 = 21 and 80

cm for Tests E at Site 1 and 2.
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Fig. 7. Observed data and simulated cumulative inflow volumes and pressure heads resulting from analysis of the first and second
infiltration parts of experiments with two applied pressure heads, h0 = 30 and 50 for Tests B at Sites 1 and 2, and h0 = 21 and 80

cm for Tests E at Sites 1 and 2, and the third redistribution part with no infiltration through the screen.

One-step Pressure Head Experiments
Figures 5a-5d show the results of analysis for the one-step pressure head experiments: Test B-Site 1 (Fig. 5a), Test B-
Site 2 (Fig. 5b), Test E-Site 1 (Fig. 5c), and Test E-Site 2 (Fig. 5d). In all cases, the cumulative inflows were well
simulated. Optimized pressure heads corresponded closely with observed values, except for the part when pressure
heads measured with the upper tensiometer approached their final values (Figs. 5a, c, and d) for the initial increase of
pressure head at the upper tensiometer (Fig. 5b). The simulations did not match the initial decreases of pressure heads
measured with the upper tensiometer (c and d). These measured pressure head declines were probably caused by air
that was forced ahead of the wetting front and, as such, cannot be described with the numerical model. The pressure
changes at these low pressure heads correspond to a very small change in moisture content for these soils. Therefore,
we assumed that the air phase had little influence on the water flow regime.

The soil hydraulic properties estimated from all cone permeameter experiments at Site 1 were very similar (Table 2). At
Site 2, the estimated properties varied to some degree, but such variability was also observed using the other
experimental techniques (Table 3). This suggests that the proposed cone permeameter method provided consistent
results. Inclusion of the initial moisture content in the objective function yielded realistic estimates of [theta]s values that
corresponded well to measured porosities.

Two-Step Pressure Head Experiments
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Fig. 6a-6d shows the results of analysis for the two-step pressure head experiments: Test B-Site 1 (Fig. 6a), Test B-Site 2
(Fig. 6b), Test E-Site 1 (Fig. 6c), and Test E-Site 2 (Fig. 6d). Cumulative inflows were again well simulated. Modeled
pressure heads during the first step responded in the same way as for the one-step experiments. Simulated pressure
heads during the second step followed measured data from the upper tensiometer better than those from the lower one.
Logically, the simulations did not reproduce the initial increase and subsequent decline in the pressure heads observed
after application of the second pressure head. The pressure decrease was more obvious for the lower tensiometer. As
discussed previously, this was likely caused by soil structural changes.

In previous studies, higher values of [theta]s and Ks were obtained for one-step experiments with higher applied pressure
heads (50 cm) than for experiments with lower applied pressure heads (30 cm) (Kodešová et al. 1998, 1999; Šimunek et
al. 1999). A similar effect was not found in this work. The application of higher pressure heads in the two-step
experiments did not influence the resulting soil hydraulic properties greatly when compared with those obtained from the
one-step experiments (Tables 2 and 3). Of course, the results from the two-step experiments were still controlled mainly
by the first steps. However the measured data during the second step were tracked well, especially the cumulative
inflows, which primarily influenced values of Ks. The benefit of performing and analyzing two-step experiments (even with
such small impacts on observed pressure heads during the second part) was that the inverse problem was better
defined, thus preventing the inverse algorithm from wandering into areas of parameter space that could cause numerical
instabilities. When analyzing the one-step experiments, the inverse algorithm attempted several times to make a step in
the direction of the n parameter (if unconstrained) that resulted in numerical instabilities (Site 2, Tests A and D). Better
definition of the inverse problem also improved the stability of the inverse solution. Since the higher supply pressure
heads during the second step extended the ranges of measured pressure heads at both tensiometer rings (Table 1), the
optimized parameters are expected to be representative for wider ranges of pressure heads. In addition, the optimized
hydraulic properties better define behavior near saturation. The accurate description of the soil hydraulic properties close
to saturation has recently received much attention (van Genuchten and Leij 1999).

Three-Step Experiment (Two Applied Pressure Heads and Redistribution)
Figures 7a through 7d show the results of analysis for the three-step pressure head experiments: Test B-Site 1 (Fig. 7a),
Test B-Site 2 (Fig. 7b), Test E-Site 1 (Fig. 7c), and Test E-Site 2 (Fig. 7d). The simulated flow responses during the first
and second parts of the experiment were similar to those obtained for the two-step experiment. The pressure heads
during the redistribution part were modeled satisfactorily, except for the pressure heads measured with the lower
tensiometer for Test B at Site 2. In this case, the measured pressure heads decreased in two steps. The numerical model
with the prescribed boundary conditions could not simulate such behavior.

The pressure head decreases for all cases during the water redistribution process were small compared with the total
pressure head increases during the infiltration parts of the experiments. Thus, it would seem that the information

obtained would be less significant. However, the inverse solutions did yield reasonable estimates of parameter [alpha]d

defining the drying process, and the resulting soil hydraulic properties characterizing the wetting curves were almost the
same as for the two-step experiment (Tables 2 and 3). The different [alpha] parameters for the wetting and drying curves
illustrated hysteresis (Fig. 8).

Comparison of Soil Hydraulic Properties Obtained via Inverse Solutions and Other Techniques
Soil-moisture characteristics obtained with numerical inversions correspond well with those measured with the multi-step
outflow technique describing drying curves and satisfactorily with the curves from the capillary rise tests characterizing
the wetting curves (Fig. 8). It must be noted that the capillary rise tests were performed on repacked soil columns. To
measure properties similar to those determined on undisturbed samples, it is necessary to ensure the same density of
material. This was difficult to achieve (especially in the case of the soil from Site 2), and, as a result, higher saturated soil
moisture contents were obtained. In addition, the soils were initially very dry, and, therefore, the data obtained described
the limiting wetting curves, and the optimized residual soil-moisture contents were lower than those determined by the
other methods. On the other hand, the residual soil moisture contents from the multi-step outflow tests were higher than
those obtained from the other tests. Multistep outflow tests were performed with pressure heads ranging between 0 and
-170 cm, and the determined parameters are characteristic for that range. It is probable that the value of [theta]r would be
lower if tests were run for lower pressure heads. Nonetheless, the curves predicted by inversion of cone permeameter
data lie predominantly between multi-step outflow and capillary rise curves.
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The estimated saturated hydraulic conductivities were in the range of measured data obtained with the laboratory falling
head test and near the lower limit of values obtained with the Guelph permeameter in the field. We consider such
correspondence to be excellent.

CONCLUSION
In this article we document the applicability of a prototype cone permeameter for determining hydraulic properties of
sandy soil in the field. The tested materials (the second layers of the soil profiles) were very homogeneous, without

obvious layering or anisotropy, and, as a result, optimization of parameters [theta]r, [theta]s, [alpha]w, [alpha]d, n, and Ks

was sufficient for describing the observed flow responses. The solution, including anisotropy, was previously discussed
by Šimunek et al. (1999) and Kodešová et al., (1999). Analysis of cone permeameter tests in an anisotropic laboratory
aquifer soil returned unreasonably high estimates of [theta]s. They found that an anisotropy factor expressing the
relationship between horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivities could be optimized to obtain good agreement
between observed and simulated flow responses if [theta]s was fixed at a reasonable value.

The technique for obtaining the initial moisture content of the soil and use of this information in the optimization process
proved to be very useful. Inclusion of the initial moisture content, paired with the initial tensiometer reading, allowed for
realistic estimation of [theta]r and [theta]s values. Without this information, only one of these parameters can be
optimized, and the other one must be set at a reasonable value for our experimental data sets. Analysis of one- and two-
step tests yielded similar parameters, presumably because of the dominant influence of the first step on the inverse
solutions. However, addition of the second step better defined the inverse problem, stabilized the numerical and inverse
solutions, and resulted in parameters representative of a wider range of pressure heads. Application of higher applied
pressure heads to force pressure head readings closer to saturation was problematic. The higher flow likely caused
destruction of the existing soil structure and, consequently, changed the soil properties. Thus, we do not recommend use
of applied pressure heads higher than 80 cm with this device. The wetting hydraulic parameters obtained from analysis
of the entire experiments were consistent with those obtained from analysis of only the wetting parts of the two-step

experiments. The drying [alpha] ([alpha]d) was lower, as expected. The different [alpha] values described the effect of
hysteresis. The estimated hydraulic properties corresponded well with those obtained with standard techniques.

We have studied application of parameter estimation to cone permeameter data in different sandy soils, and for this type
of soil, this experimental technique seems to be fully applicable. Future work will include field studies in other soil types.
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